FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Deuter

Speed Lite 22 SL Daypack
From $132.90
Available colours:
Cardinal Maron

Details

Specifications

If you don't like to be weight down the trail, then the
lightweight and athletic fit Speed Lite 22 SL pack from Deuter
will be the ultimate gear carrier for you.

Snowys Code:

29804

Supplier Code:

3410318-7000-0

In Use Dimensions:

51H x 27W x 17D cm

Packed Dimensions:

51L x 27W x 10H cm

Capacity:

22 L

Material:

100D Pocket Rip Mini | MacroLite 100
HT

Harness:

Lite Air SL

The Speed Lite range is the lightest in the Deuter hiking pack
range. This design also has a slimline fit, so it has a shorter
back length that caters to those with a slender frame. The
Lite Air back system features a Delrin U frame which has
minimal weight with plenty of flexibility, it also has a compact
and ventilated back panel for air flow, and close-fitting hip fins
that are easy to adjust with pull forward straps.
The sternum strap adds stability, you can store your phone
and wallet in the valuables pocket for safekeeping, the
stretch side pockets are ideal for your essential items, the
compression straps make it easy to carry extra gear, the
laundry compartment is perfect for stashing wet layers, and
this pack is also hydration compatible.

Hydration Compatibility: Accommodates 3 Litre Bladder
Sternum Strap:

Adjustable

Weight:

0.68 Kg

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

The light, functional and slim fitting Speed Lite 22 SL from
Deuter is perfect for the hiking purist.
Lite air back system
Delrin U frame provides flexibility at a minimal weight
Air lite mesh back panel
Close fit padded hip fins with pull forward adjustment
Adjustable chest strap
Compression straps for carrying extra gear
Stretch side pockets
Trekking pole loops
Wet laundry compartment

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns

Snowys Outdoors

